Learning Unit 6 Discussion

Follow the discussion forum guidelines for student primary post and response to another student. Log on several times to see what others are writing and add to threaded message.

Begin your analysis by conducting a Google search using the term “solutions children’s TV viewing.”

The following passage summarizes an important difference of opinion. After reading the statement, use the library and/or the Internet and find what knowledgeable people have said about the issue. Be sure to cover the entire range of views. Then assess the strengths and weakness of each IF you conclude that one view is entirely correct and the others are mistaken, explain how you reached that conclusion. If, as is more likely, you find that one view is more insightful than the others but that they all make some valid points, construct a view of your own that combines the insights from all sides and explain why that view is the most reasonable of all. Present your response in a composition. Be sure cite your source of information in MLA style.

Controlling children’s TV viewing. Because of the documented harmful effects of media on your people, notably lower grades and aggression, the American Academy of Pediatrics has recommended that no child be permitted to have a TV set or computer in his or her room and that children under age two not be permitted to watch any television. Many people welcome this stand by the Academy, but some consider the recommendation extreme.